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SHANGHAI UPG INTERNATIONAL TRADING CO., LTD

LQY-330/450 Stacked Flexographic Presses
1.Quotation:
LQY-330/450 USD/unit (FOB SHANGHAI)

2.Terms of Payment:
30% deposit by T/T when confirming the order
70% balance by T/T before shipping.

3.Performance of the machine：
1)The main motor adopts imported inverter to govern a stepples speed adjustment.
2) The printing units are all equipped with a group of infrared dryers respectively .
3) Each IR dryer device of printing unit is interchangeable to UV dryer.
4) Feeding and rewinding are controlled through magnetic particle brake and clutch
(Japanese Mitsubishi auto tension controller).
5)Un winder and re winder adopt air core holder.
6)Three unit rotary cut with stand-roller make multi-cut can be processed
7)Adopt ceramic anliox roller which offers durability, wear resistance and corrosion
resistance, also is more efficient on production by reducing the times of changing
rollers.
8)The printing unit can register in 360 degrees. Each printing unit can be
independently geared and loosen to have rest of units continue to printing.8
9)The inking roller will be automatically off impression when press stop and rotate at
lower speed in order to keep the ink from being drying.
10)Paper unwind, printing, UV vanish, laminating, rotary diecutting, waste removal
and rewinding can be processed in one pass. It has characterized by wide application,
fast printing speed and high economic efficiency ink will not contaminate
environment. So it is an idea printing machine for the business form, Tag and high
end pressure sensitive label.
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4.Specifications：
Model LQY-330 LQY-450
Max. web width 330mm 450mm
Max.printing width 320mm 440mm
Printing repeat 180mm-380mm/min 180mm-380mm/min
Color 2-6colors 2-6colors
Thickness of substrate 0.1-0.3mm 0.1-0.3mm
Machine speed 10m-80m/min 10m-80m/min
Max. unwind diameter 650mm 650mm
Max. rewind diameter 650mm 650mm
Rotary-cutting stations 3 3
Main motor capacity 2.2kw 2.2kw
Main power 380V/AC Three-phase 50HZ 380V/AC Three-phase 50HZ
Overall dimension(L×
W×H)

2420*1020*2740mm 2420*1020*2740mm

Machine weight 2500kg/5colors 3000kg/5colors

5.Optionals
1)Single stacker
2)UV curing unit
3)Machine color
4)Cold foil


